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Say hello to Modkat.®

Who says a litter box can’t embrace form as well as function, 

work with your décor and provide an unparalleled experience 

for you and your cat? Not us! The award winning Modkat 

Litter Box complements any room, while the seamless base 

and “rooftop access” allows your cat the privacy needed to 

do his or her business. 

Every detail of this patented design has been thoughtfully 

considered. The locking lid acts as a walk-off mat keeping  

litter off your floors, while keeping small dogs from enjoying 

the “treats” inside. The ergonomic Modkat Scoop is con-

toured for thorough scooping and stows conveniently on 

either side of the box. The Modkat Tarp Liner neatly conceals 

inside, cleans in a snap and lasts up to three months!
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Getting started 
Place Modkat in a quiet spot away from your cat’s 
food and water. Position with the button facing  
forward and handle towards the wall. 



To open, push the button while swiveling the lid upward. When at 
90o vertical, lift straight up to remove. To close, re-insert the lid 
vertically and swivel downward until the button clicks shut.



Fill Modkat with 3-4” (75-100mm) of litter. If Modkat is  
replacing an existing litter box, transfer a scoop of remaining 
litter into Modkat to aid in the transition.



Hang the Modkat Scoop inside either hinge opening, 
anywhere along the rim or inside the rear handle.  
Be sure to remove the scoop before opening the lid.



Cleaning
Scoop litter daily to keep odor in check and to maintain 

your cat’s health. Clumping litter can last up to three weeks, 

excessive odor or clumping is your cue to fully replace the 

litter. Clean Modkat and the Modkat Tarp Liner every time 

the litter is changed using a mild dish detergent. When 

scooping or emptying the litter dispose of it into your trash. 

We don’t recommend flushing litter down the toilet.

Modkat Tarp Liners can last up to three months depending 

on how many cats share Modkat, how much litter is used, 

and how vigorously they scratch. Replace the liner when 

there are signs of fraying, tearing or excessive odor.



Modkat Tarp Liners can be purchased at: 

modko.com 





Follow us  
Be the first to learn about our new 

products, special promotions and  

see awesome cat pics! 

Please share pics of your cat with 

their Modkat! Use hashtag: #modkat 

facebook.com/modko

twitter.com/hellomodkat

instagram.com/modkat


